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Real World Adobe Illustrator CS4 is the definitive reference to Adobe's industry-standard vector graphics software and is now in 4-color. With an easy, engaging style, author and past Illustrator product manager Mordy Golding takes readers through all of the features of the program, explaining not only how to use the multitude of features but also why and when to use them. This edition has been thoroughly updated for Illustrator CS4 and includes techniques on using the new multiple artboards for quicker Illustrator work across a variety of designs, demonstrations of the new Blob Brush tool and transparency in gradients, overviews of the new cross-product feature support with InDesign, Flash, and Flex (opening up new opportunities for collaborations between developers and designers), and coverage on a whirlwind of other new useful features.

Along with tips, sidebars, and expert commentary, there are also numerous 4-color illustrations and screen shots from contributing artists included to offer readers the most complete coverage on this extraordinary application. Designers from all fields--illustrators, animators, package designers, graphic designers, web designers, and more--will find Real World Adobe Illustrator CS4 their one-stop guide to creating powerful designs in Illustrator.
     
About the Author
   
MORDY GOLDING has played an active role in design and publishing since 1990. An Adobe Certified Expert and Adobe Certified Print Specialist, Mordy was the product manager for Adobe Illustrator 10 and Adobe Illustrator CS. A popular presenter at Macworld, PhotoshopWorld and other worldwide events, Mordy is also the author of several books, including SAMS Teach Yourself Adobe Creative Suite All in One, The Web Designer's Guide to Color, and the previous edition of this book. In 2003, Mordy was named a Champion of Graphic Design by Graphics IQ. Currently he serves as the founder of DesignResponsibly.com and partner at MOGO Media, teaching designers and printers how to successfully use the Creative Suite tools.
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Pattern Recognition and Machine Intelligence: 4th International Conference, PReMI 2011, Moscow, Russia, June 27 - July 1, 2011, ProceedingsSpringer, 2011

	This volume contains the proceedings of the 4th International Conference on
	Pattern Recognition and Machine Intelligence (PReMI-2011) which was held at
	the National Research University Higher School of Economics (HSE), Moscow,
	Russia, during June 27 - July 1, 2011. This was the fourth conference in the
	series. The first three...
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Topics In ProbabilityWorld Scientific Publishing, 2011


	In this monograph we treat some topics that have been of some

	importance and interest in probability theory. These include, in

	particular, analytic characteristic functions, the moment problem,

	infinitely divisible and self-decomposable distributions.

	Recent research in probability has been concerned with applications such...
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CCNP ONT Portable Command Guide (Self-Study Guide)Cisco Press, 2008
Welcome to ONT! In 2006, Cisco Press came to me and told me, albeit very quietly, that there was going to be a major revision of the CCNP certification exams. Then they asked whether I would be interested in working on a command guide in the same fashion as my previous books for Cisco Press: the Cisco Networking Academy Program ...
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Refactoring: Improving the Design of Existing CodeAddison Wesley, 1999

	This book isn't an introduction to object-oriented technology or design. Many books already do a good job of that...this isn't an advanced treatise either. It's a book of design patterns that describe simple and elegant solutions to specific problems in object-oriented software design....Once you understand the design patterns and...
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XML Problem Design Solution (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
This nuts-and-bolts guide shows you the power of XML by presenting an enterprise application problem that you'll design a program to solve throughout the book. Each chapter takes one part of the featured project and leads you through the design of its solution. The team of experienced authors gradually walks you through sections of increasing...
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Statistics for Research (Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
Praise for the Second Edition
"Statistics for Research has other fine qualities besides     superior organization. The examples and the statistical methods are laid out     with unusual clarity by the simple device of using special formats for each.     The book was written with great care and is extremely user-friendly."—The...
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